episode? According to North Korea,the body was buried for two years before being dug up and cremated at 1,200 ᑻC, and then kept at the woman's husband's home, before a small sample was passed to Japan. It is also entirely possible that North Korea is lying. But the DNA tests that Japan is counting on won't resolve the issue.
The problem is not in the science but in the fact that the government is meddling in scientific matters at all. Science runs on the premise that experiments, and all the uncertainty involved in them, should be open for scrutiny. Arguments made by other Japanese scientists that the tests should have been carried out by a larger team are convincing. Why did Japan entrust them to one scientist working alone -one who no longer seems to be free to talk about them? Japan's policy seems a desperate effort to make up for what has been a diplomatic failure -or more precisely,a failure of the security alliance between Japan and the United States. The alliance gives the United States rights to place unpopular bases in Japan in exchange for its role in contributing "to the security of Japan and the maintenance of international peace and security in the Far East".
Could Japan, with US backing, have pulled other levers with North Korea? The answer is not clear, but the question can be put another way.If a totalitarian country had abducted US citizens from a beach and carried them back to teach language to potential spies for 25 years, would George Bush or any other US president be standing there with a bag of ashes haggling over DNA test results?
Part of the burden for Japan's political and diplomatic failure is being shifted to a scientist for doing his job -deriving conclusions from experiments and presenting reasonable doubts about them.But the friction between North Korea and Japan will not be decided by a DNA test. Likewise, the interpretation of DNA test results cannot be decided by the government of either country. Dealing with North Korea is no fun, but it doesn't justify breaking the rules of separation between science and politics. ■ T he surest way of hiding the truth about a journal's policies, it seems, is to publish it in the Guide to Authors. At Nature, this rich treasure trove of essential information is lovingly cared for by staff. Successive improvements in our presentation of research papers are reflected in changes to stylistic guidelines. Editors labour mightily over policy development, and craft their statements with all the precision of a Swiss watchmaker.
Alas, this is all to no avail. Too often, authors submit papers that fail to conform to our guidelines; outraged readers wishing to complain about content fail to follow the procedures; and journalists spread false representations of our media policies.
But perhaps the most malignant rumours are those spread by scientists themselves -in all good faith but erroneously. One such is about prepublication. Nature, it is said, does not allow authors to distribute preprints of their work or place drafts of their papers on preprint servers, or even discuss their submitted work at conferences. This is false. Nature never wishes to stand in the way of communication between researchers. We seek rather to add value for authors and the community at large in our peer review, selection and editing.
Communication between researchers includes not only conferences but also preprint servers. The ArXiv preprint server is the medium of choice for (mainly) physicists and astronomers who wish to share drafts of their papers with their colleagues, and with anyone else with sufficient time and knowledge to navigate it.
So please let's put a myth about this journal to rest. As first stated in an editorial in 1997, and since then in our Guide to Authors, if scientists wish to display drafts of their research papers on an established preprint server before or during submission to Nature or any Nature journal, that's fine by us.
